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 LIFTING CAPACITY
The MultiOne loader can lift 
and handle  heavy loads. You’ll 
get excellent lifting capacity in a 
compact machine on any jobsite.

 360° VISIBILITY
The 360° Operator Visibility 
is a well known MultiOne 
plus.

 WIDE CHOICE OF TYRES
Tires selectable according to the application.

 ENGINE
57 or 75 HP Kohler, 
compl iant  with 
Stage V, emission 
standards.

 UNBREAKABLE BODY PANELS
The resistance and flexibility of the 
compound used on the new body cover let 
the panel absorb shocks, deforms and go 
back to original shape.

 RADIAL PISTON
 WHEEL MOTOR

The 4 Radial piston heavy 
duty and high efficiency 
wheel motors provide 
power with great control 
and reliability. Two speed 
available.

POWERFULL
AND VERSATILE

 TELESCOPIC BOOM
Only MultiOne has a double-H 
telescopic boom design, which 
gives extreme strength and 
symmetrical loading. Proven 
efficiency.

 GREAT TRACTION
MultiOne loaders are equipped 
with four-wheel direct drive 
hydraulic motors and differential 
lock (DBS + Torque Divider) 
which guarantee maximum 
traction on all  terrains. Rubber 
tracks available as option.

 OVER 170 ATTACHMENTS
MultiOne has a decade-long  
experience of designing and 
i m p l e m e n t i n g  d e d i c a t e d 
attachments. Th is know-how 
assures the best attachments for 
mini loaders are branded MultiOne.

 MULTICONNECTOR + ACI
The Multiconnector lets you plug-in all 
hydraulic lines at once and drip free. ACI system 
allows the driver to control the attachments’ 
movements without the need for separate 
control boxes, cables or additional wiring. The 
connection to the attachments is plug & play, 
reliable and easy.

 DASHBOARD AND CONTROLS
Every component is considered by MultiOne, 
to maximise comfort and control. The cab 
layout is designed with attention to ergonomic 
principles, intuitive location of instruments 
and controls ensure the ease of use.

 JOYSTICK
The multi-function electronic 
joystick enables easy and precise 
control of the loader boom and 
attachments. All controls are here, 
at your fingertips.

 COMFORT CAB
Heated seat, heating system and 
full glass cabin with weatherproof 
blue tinted glass, large door, side 
opening window. It’s the optimal 
solution for driver protection from 
cold, wet and wind.

 ONE DRIVE
OneDrive is a brand new 
transmission system. Its design 
dramatically reduces the power 
loss (-30%) by internal resistance 
of oil flow.

 SELF-LEVELLING BOOM
This system is installed on the 
machine boom and keeps the 
load level, without the need to 
continuously correct the position 
with the joystick.

 CRUISE CONTROL
The MultiOne Cruise Control 
maintains a steady speed as set by 
the operator. Constant speed will 
give perfect results on the job site 
with a variety of attachments.

READY TO USE ANYWHERE
Compact articulated loaders are real workhorses in a lightweight compact 
format. These powerful and handy multi-purpose machines are wonderfully 
easy to operate and are suitable for a wide variety of applications.

 HIGH SPEED
Multione 11 series is equipped 
with a Double Speed 
Transmission system. The 4 
Radial piston wheel motors 
provide a speed up to 35 km/h. 
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CABINCOMFORT

 Multifunction Joystick
The Multifunction Joystick enables 
easy and precise control of the loader 
boom and attachments.

 Control panel
LCD graphic display with service 
intervals alerts. Handy swicthes to 
operate auxiliary functions. 

 Seat
Ergonomic heated full adjustable 
suspension seat with armrests and 
seat belt.

 COCKPIT AND DASHBOARD
MultiOne doesn’t see comfort as a luxury. It’s essential to the productivity. That’s why every MultiOne loader is 
designed with the operator’s experience in mind. Visibility, cab space, ease of control, air flow and ergonomics add 
up to focused work and satisfied operators.

 Side Window
The side window opens to ensure 
excellent ventilation of the cabin. 

 Heating System
New heating system even more 
efficient with 9 adjustable air vents .

Stay comfortable in cold and wet weather with 
the optional full glass cabin with weatherproof 
blue tinted glass. The side window opens to 
provide fresh airflow across the operator, 
helping to provide more comfort. Strategically 
placed, louvered vents quickly defrost windows 
and direct heat to operator, providing excellent 
all-season versatility for winter months. The 
heated seat helps to keep your body warm and 
comfortable while working on frigid days.

 A/C System
Air conditioning system with 
adjustable fan speed and electronic 
temperature control. 

Air conditioning system 
with electronic temperature 
control is available for warm 
climates.
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EASY MAINTENANCE
 EASY ACCESS TO FILTERS

When you rely on your equipment to 
complete your job, serviceability has 
to be easy – and it can’t take up too 
much of your time. MultiOne always 
keeps easy serviceability in mind, 
ensuring that components are easy to 
reach and daily maintenance is quick 
to complete. 
The easy-to-read, LCD graphic display 
provides operating information and 
machine warnings. 
The high-capacity filter with visual 
indicator delivers clean airflow to your 
engine and excellent contaminant-
holding capacity for long life and 
maximum component protection.

OPTIONS
Simply give your machine a personal touch or choose a function that you need. A wide selection of options to 
customize your compact articulated loader!

 AVAILABLE OPTIONS
 A/C system with heating
 Attachment coupling plate for rear 
mounting
 Automatic locking plate
 Auxiliary double front hydraulic outlets
 Auxiliary single rear hydraulic outlet
 Auxiliary double rear hydraulic outlet
 Auxiliary Working lights
 Backup warning beeper
 Beacon light
 Biodegradable oil
 Driver area cover
 Engine block heater
 Floating boom system
 Fully enclosed cab
 GPS kit
 Heating system
 Left protection bar
 Mirrors
 Rear 12 VDC outlet
 Rear bull bar
 Rear weights
 Rubber tracks kit
 Side weights
 Smart cabin
 Snow Chains
 Tie down bracket
 Trailer coupling
 Turf or skid tyres
 Warning & safety lights for road travel
 Wheel spacer

EASY TO TRANSPORT
 COMPACT AND LIGHT 

MultiOne’s compact size offers great maneuverability in 
narrow spaces. From a small indoor working area to an 
open field, MultiOne can reach places other machines 
can’t. Despite its robust construction, the lightweight 
loader can be easily transported on a regular car trailer. 

UNBREAKABLE BODY PANELS
The MultiOne body panels using a 
special compound that make them 
indestructibles.
The panels absorb shocks, deform and 
go back to original shape.
Other features of these panels are:

 UV protection.
 Wide temperature range resistence.
 Modern matt finishing surface.

All this guarantees a long life to the 
panels. 
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COMPLIANT WITH

STAGE V 
EMISSION 
STANDARDS

ACI
ATTACHMENT
CONTROL
INTERFACE

CRUISE
 CONTROL

DRIVE

3,7 m

kg
kg

11.6 K

MAX LIFTING
CAPACITY

ENGINE
POWER SPEED FLOW

RATE
LIFT

HEIGHT WEIGHT

2540 kg 57 hp 30 km/h 84 l/min 3,7 m 2320 kg

 PLUS
 High power and torque engine

 High speed

 High lifting height and capacity

 Mulfifunction Joystick + ACI

 One Drive (DBS+Cruise 
Control+Torque Divider)

 Self levelling telescopic boom

 High comfort:

     - Heated seat as standard

     - Smart cabin available

     - Full glass cabin available

     - Heating system available

     - A/C system available

 High Power Articulated Mini Loader.

MultiOne 11.6 K has all the new astonishing MultiOne features like OneDrive, Cruise Control, ACI 
and Unbreakable Body Panels, together with a top class lifting height and lifting capacity.

The MultiOne 11.6 K has been designed to be the first articulated compact loader to reach  a lifting 
height of 3,7 m. This goal has been reached thanks to a new telescopic boom. The new boom and 
new rear weights allow the 11.6 k to show a lifting capacity up to 2,5 ton.
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(1) Maximum speed that can be achieved with the largest diameter tires available, on a flat surface and machine without attachments.
(2) Tipping limit, when the machine is straight, with rear weights and boom lifted just off the ground. Weight of attachment included.
(3) Maximum load that can be lifted just off the ground when the machine is straight and with rear weights.  Weight of attachment is included.
Note: Refer to the Operator’s manual for the comprehensive load diagram.

(1) Maximum speed that can be achieved with the largest diameter tires available, on a flat surface and machine without attachments.
(2) Tipping limit, when the machine is straight, with rear weights and boom lifted just off the ground. Weight of attachment included.
(3) Maximum load that can be lifted just off the ground when the machine is straight and with rear weights.  Weight of attachment is included.
Note: Refer to the Operator’s manual for the comprehensive load diagram.

Model 11.6 K STAGE V
Engine Kohler KDI 1903 - 3 cylinder - 1861 cc - Turbo common rail
Emission Standard Stage V
Power (Iso Gross) / Torque 57 HP / 225 Nm @ 1500 rpm
Fuel Diesel
Transmission Hydrostatic OneDrive
Drive speed (max.) (1) 15 - 30 km/h (9.3 - 18.6 mph)
Aux. hydraulics oil flow 84 l/min (22.2 GPM)
Max. lifting height 3,7 m (145.6 in)
Tipping load, max. (2) 3180 kg (7010 lbs)
Lifting capacity straight, max. (3) 2540 kg (5600 lbs)
Breakout force / 50 cm (19.7 in) 3000 kg (6614 lbs)
Pushing force (c) 2650 kgf (2650 kp)
Average ground pressure (w/standard tires) 932 kg/m2 (192 lbs/sqft)
Turning radius: inside/outside 1135/2635 mm (44.7/103.7 in)
Standard tires (Tractor profile) 380/55-17
Weight 2320 kg (5115 lbs)

 Tires size  Height (H)  Width (W)
380/55-17 2240 mm (88.2 in) 1500 mm (59 in)

400/50-15 (31X15.50-15) 2215 mm (87.2 in) 1500 mm (59 in)

 HIGHLIGHTS
 11.6 K STAGE V - Kohler KDI1903TCR, 57 hp,  
3 cyl., 1861 cc, Turbo common rail diesel engine 
with DPF, water cooled with electric start

 Stage V compliant engine
 One Drive (DBS+Torque divider+Cruise Control) 
available as option

 ETC - Electronic Throttle Control
 Unbreakable Body Panels
 Hydraulic oil cooler
 Two speed
 Hydraulically pilot operated variable 
displacement drive pump

 Hydraulic multiconnector
 Self-levelling double-H telescopic boom
 Hi-Flow system with 2 gear pumps
 ACI with Multi-functions joystick (22 functions)
 ROPS-FOPS Level I
 LCD graphic display with programmed service
 4WD hydrostatic Direct Drive motors, 
proportional servo control

 Radial piston high efficency and heavy duty 
wheel motors

 2 front working light
 Ergonomic full adjustable suspension heated seat 
with armrests and seat belt

 Self-locking multi-disk parking brake
 380/55-17 wheels

 ENGINE STAGE V
The 11.6 K model is equipped with Stage V 
compliant engines. The Engine is a Kohler 57 HP 
with DPF that provide a high torque at low rpm 
(225 Nm @ 1500 rpm).
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COMPLIANT WITH

STAGE V 
EMISSION 
STANDARDS

ACI
ATTACHMENT
CONTROL
INTERFACE

DRIVE

CRUISE
 CONTROL

kg
kg

MAX LIFTING
CAPACITY

ENGINE
POWER SPEED FLOW

RATE
LIFT

HEIGHT WEIGHT

2620 kg 75 hp 35  km/h 95 l/min 3,7 m 2400 kg

 The biggest and strongest MultiOne.

The MultiOne 11.9 K is the new market benchmark, thanks to big equipment power and capabilities 
built into a compact chassis to work wherever you need. 
A 75 hp, 4 cylinder, Turbo common rail engine grants outstanding performance in terms of oil flow 
to attachments, top speed and traction.
Moreover, the 11.9 K sets a new stand of high speed, tipping load, and lifting height. The MultiOne 11 
series offers solutions that no one else can provide, with performances and capabilities far superior 
than those of any other loader.
It is imply the best-in-class multifunctional compact loader.

 PLUS
 High power and torque engine

 High speed

 High lifting height and capacity

 Mulfifunction Joystick + ACI

 One Drive (DBS+Cruise 
Control+Torque Divider)

 Self levelling telescopic boom

 High comfort:

     - Heated seat as standard

     - Smart cabin available

     - Full glass cabin available

     - Heating system available

     - A/C system available

11.9 K
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(1) Maximum speed that can be achieved with the largest diameter tires available, on a flat surface and machine without attachments.
(2) Tipping limit, when the machine is straight, with rear weights and boom lifted just off the ground. Weight of attachment included.
(3) Maximum load that can be lifted just off the ground when the machine is straight and with rear weights.  Weight of attachment is included.
Note: Refer to the Operator’s manual for the comprehensive load diagram.

Model 11.9 K STAGE V
Engine Kohler KDI 2504 - 4 cylinder - 2482 cc - Turbo common rail
Emission Standard Stage V
Power (Iso Gross) / Torque 75 HP / 300 Nm @ 1500 rpm
Fuel Diesel
Transmission Hydrostatic OneDrive
Drive speed (max.) (1) 17 - 35 km/h (10.5 - 21.5 mph)
Aux. hydraulics oil flow 95 l/min (25 GPM)
Max. lifting height 3,7 m (145.6 in)
Tipping load, max. (2) 3280 kg (7231 lbs)
Lifting capacity straight, max. (3) 2620 kg (5776 lbs)
Breakout force / 50 cm (19.7 in) 3150 kg (6945 lbs)
Pushing force (c) 2650 kgf (2650 kp)
Average ground pressure (w/standard tires) 964 kg/m2 (197 lbs/sqft)
Turning radius: inside/outside 1135/2635 mm (44.7/103.7 in)
Standard tires (Tractor profile) 380/55-17
Weight 2400 kg (5291 lbs)

 Tires size  Height (H)  Width (W)
380/55-17 2240 mm (88.2 in) 1500 mm (59 in)

400/50-15 (31X15.50-15) 2215 mm (87.2 in) 1500 mm (59 in)

 ENGINE STAGE V
The 11.9 K model is equipped with Stage V 
compliant engines. The Engine is a Kohler 75 HP 
with DPF that provide a high torque at low rpm 
(300 Nm @ 1500 rpm).

 HIGHLIGHTS
 11.9 K STAGE V - Kohler KDI2504TCR, 75 hp,  
4 cyl., 2482 cc ,Turbo common rail diesel engine 
with DPF, Water cooled with electric start

 Stage V compliant engine
 One Drive (DBS+Torque divider+Cruise Control) 
available as option

 ETC - Electronic Throttle Control
 Unbreakable Body Panels
 Hydraulic oil cooler
 Two speed
 Hydraulically pilot operated variable 
displacement drive pump

 Hydraulic multiconnector
 Self-levelling double-H telescopic boom
 Hi-Flow system with 2 gear pumps
 ACI with Multi-functions joystick (22 functions)
 ROPS-FOPS Level I
 LCD graphic display with programmed service
 4WD hydrostatic Direct Drive motors, 
proportional servo control

 Radial piston high efficency and heavy duty 
wheel motors

 2 front working light
 Ergonomic full adjustable suspension seated 
heated seat with armrests and seat belt

 Self-locking multi-disk parking brake
 380/55-17 wheels




